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The NYC-based music school, Hey Joe Guitar, can be described as a
“matchmaker” of sorts. It doesn’t arrange marriages, but, rather,
brings together people who want to learn to play an instrument or
have voice lessons, with top instructors.
The school was started in 2007 by guitarist Joe Berger to meet the
demand for excellent in-home music training. To date, it has
successfully “matched” hundreds of students of all ages and levels
with compatible teachers. The school offers lessons for a wide variety
of instruments, including guitar, piano, voice, drums, trumpet,
trombone, brass, reeds, saxophone, clarinet flute, violin, viola, cello,
strings, accordion, ukulele, banjo, recorder, and mandolin. It also
offers singing and songwriting lessons.
All the he teachers affiliated with Hey Joe Guitar are graduates of top
music schools and conservatories, and the majority hold master’s
degrees in music and/or teaching. All of them have at least five years’
teaching experience.
For the customers’ comfort and convenience, the school makes
“house calls,” pretty much the way doctors used to in the past. But,
instead of stethoscopes, the instructors bring their musical
instruments to the students’ homes or offices in Manhattan and
Brooklyn.
Before the teachers are matched with their students, the school
carefully vets them and ensures that they not only have the best
credentials and qualifications, but also proper techniques of music
instruction. That is a very important requirement, since some
inadequately trained teachers pass on incorrect techniques to their

students, resulting in a poor learning experience.
By emphasizing proper education, extensive professional experience,
pleasant personality, as well as good communication and social skills,
Hey Joe Guitar matches only the best and most reliable teachers with
students.
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